All-Star Game (solution)
1.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.

20.
23.
24.
26.

27.
29.

30.
32.

Across
Someone who makes predictions
with weird RANGERS' tool, casting
out unknown value (10)
ASTROLOGER (anagram of
RA(n)GERS TOOL)
Bend over, grasping mouse's tail (5)
D[E]NEB
Product from the ROCKIES'
company, at a loss (4)
CO+A+L
Chimed in, "Like ORIOLES,
mostly on the inside" (4)
(o)RANG(e)
Record of public opinion that may
include a margin of error, usually
beginning at 10 (6)
POLL+U+X
Regressive TWINS' office in the morning (5)
LAUDS (partial reversal of DUALS)
Actress who portrayed one of the British
ROYALS runs right into bearing (6)
MI[R+R]EN
After sending off the author and Greek
character, PHILLIES come back to make a
transaction (4)
SELL (reversal of (phi)LL(i)ES
1000 kings and queens getting rid of REDS'
equine hybrids (5)
M+(r)ULE(r)S
Member of the CUBS' program out past South
Carolina (5)
SC+OUT
Fix train in Philadelphia, say (5)
RIG+EL
Hall-of-Famer Bill, who played with the
GIANTS' "Georgia Peach," admitting blunder
(5)
T[ERR]Y
What's left of TIGERS' organization after
losing one game (4)
REST (anagram of T(i+g)ERS
Victor and Oscar set back while protecting
Romeo for some American NATIONALS in
November (6)
V+O+TE[R]S (partial reversal)
State where you won't find many MARINERS a
husband interrupting part of a wedding vow (5)
I D[A+H]O
Term of address is about guy, essentially (6)
SIR+I[U]S

33. Something BREWERS might make:
unfinished furniture (4)
CHAI(r)
34. Heart of DODGERS' one departed (4)
G+ONE
35. BLUE JAYS' "Second to win fifty," son cries
(5)
B+A+W+L+S
36. Bee Gees get mixed up with a cult out of
California (10)
BETELGEUSE (anagram of BEE GEES +
A CULT - CA)
Down
2. Proportion of something found on
MARLINS' skin (5)
SCALE (double definition)
3. Helmsman of the Enterprise turns around,
following Romulan leader, for example (7)
R+EG+ULUS (partial reversal)
4. Eccentric is missing DIAMONDBACKS, Mr.
Flanders, lacking width and depth (3-1)
O(dd) + NE-D
5. Disco-era fashion, tropical accessories, and
fringes of underwear on some CARDINALS,
including Pope Francis, previously naked (7 4)
LEIS+UR+(j)E SUIT(s)
6. Dealing with things like RAYS' climate change,
assuming resistance after three letters from
President Bush (11)
GEO+MET[R]ICAL (anagram of CLIMATE)
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All-Star Game (solution)
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
15.
19.
21.
22.
25.
26.
28.
29.
31.

Graphic novelist Warren, YANKEES dismissed from write-up of absurd archaic pronoun (5)
ELLIS (reversal of SILL(y) + (y)E)
Something BRAVES may be noted for: class, with sulfur transmuted to silver (7)
COURAGE (COURSE with S becoming AG)
WHITE SOX closer gets a save, at last, before Seattle starter gets bigger (5)
W[A]X+E+S
Country artist Campbell's sculptured nude ANGELS (4)
GLEN (anagram of (a)NGEL(s)
Formal part of PADRES' symbol (6)
(pa)DRES SY(mbol)
Old lady residing in European capital (7)
P[O+L]ARIS
PIRATES' Activity consists of card game and tunes, primarily in German (7)
LOO+T+IN+G
Retro model car imprint hides word associated with the '69 METS (7)
MIRACLE (reversal of (mod)EL+CAR+IM(print))
One hiding in church centerpiece (6)
ALTA[I]R
RED SOX home town lacking true quantum particle (5)
BOS(t)ON
Nickname of the INDIANS' tight end embracing Josh (5)
T[RIB]E
ASTROS' Animated short: "Time Flies" (5)
SOARS (anagram of AS(t)ROS
Herbivorous individual stopping short (4)
VEGA(n)
Participant in Georgia's ATHLETICS program, according to some fans, starts to date Alabaman (what
gall!) (4)
D+A+W+G

The "All-Star" entries, clued by wordplay only and listed in bold above, are all names of stars. Some of
the remaining clues can be completed with more than one MLB team, but there is only one way to add
all 30 teams to the clues once each.
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